
A number of factors contribute to the need for organizations to have flexible control 
over bandwidth usage on the network. This includes an increased reliance on SaaS 
services that require bandwidth-intensive streaming data, and the popularity of 
BYOD and corporate-owned devices running multiple applications. Ensuring access 
to mission-critical SaaS platforms and business applications that encompasses all 
users, including mobile, is essential to security.  Many Web security solutions claim 
to manage bandwidth consumption, but they do so with static shaping that applies 
controls across all users with an “on or off” approach. In contrast, iboss applies 
policy-driven, granular controls that enable dynamic shaping during peak hours, or 
when saturation is met. As part the Web Security Suite, iboss Intelligent Bandwidth 
Management gives organizations unrivalled control over bandwidth shaping, so that 
regulatory requirements and business-critical processes are never at risk.

Benefit Highlights 

   Ensures mission-critical SaaS services are always connected by prioritizing 
traffic during peak hours

   Intelligent architecture applies shaping only when network usage is at its 
peak or bandwidth saturation is reached

   Provides maximum efficiency by identifying and shaping traffic based on 60 
pre-defined categories including streaming media vs. manual configuration 

   Network directory workgroup integration ensures bandwidth for  key staff 
members on their personal or corporate-owned devices

   Provides up-to-the-second network bandwidth information with packet-level 
detail allowing for effective configuration and management

   Provides live Bandwidth Dashboard and Plotter with comprehensive controls 
that isolate inbound and outbound bandwidth activity for granular reporting 
and control capabilities

iboss Intelligent Bandwidth 
Management Features

Advanced SecurityAdvanced Security

   Protects mission-critical traffic 
during peak usage with bandwidth 
heat mapheat map

   Stream-based approach allows 
granular throttling of streaming 
traffic 

   Directory integration provides 
accurate prioritization of trafficaccurate prioritization of traffic

   Control bandwidth use per IP 
or domain 

   Ensures regulatory compliance in 
high availability (HA) environmentshigh availability (HA) environments

   Bandwidth pools lets you prioritize 
traffic for critical groups

Comprehensive ReportingComprehensive Reporting

   Bandwidth usage is sent to Threat 
and Event Console Reporter to 
provide historic and real-time 
visibilityvisibility

   Live bandwidth dashboard shows 
usage across organization down 
to packet-level viewsto packet-level views

   Dynamic plotter tracks bandwidth 
consumption by connection, packets 
and data usage for global visibility

Feature Descriptions

Shape Traffic Only When Needed
Most Web security solutions that 
claim to manage bandwidth do so 
using stateful shaping, which applies 
controls continuously.  iboss Intelli-
gent Bandwidth Management uses 
proprietary technology to prioritize 
traffic only during peak hours to 
ensure that mission critical processes 
are never interrupted.

Leverage More of the Cloud 
without Interruption 
Many of the most popular cloud-based 
platforms such as Salesforce, are 
essential business applications.  They 
use stream-based ports to deliver 
content, which can increase bandwidth 
demand and strain network resources.  
Only iboss employs a stream-based 
approach that allows you to identify and 

Deployment Options:
HybridAppliance Cloud

Intelligent Bandwidth 
Management
Ensures Access to Mission-Critical Services  

throttle traffic based on 60 predefined 
categories, including streaming media. 
iboss intelligent bandwidth shaping 
allows you to create policies that 
prioritize business-essential traffic 
so critical or regulated processes are 
never impeded.

Directory Awareness
iboss Intelligent Bandwidth Manage-
ment delivers seamless binding to 
directory workgroups, so you can 
customize usage policies based on 
the user not simply a port or protocol. 
This ensures users’ bandwidth priority 
whether on corporate-owned devices 
and even across the BYOD network.



Flexible Policy Controls
iboss provides the flexibility needed to 
create bandwidth allocation policies 
based on user, IP, domain, or destina-
tions, using the Bandwidth Heat Map. 
This gives administrators granular 
controls that allow them to maximize 
efficiency and performance across 
your network. 

Up-to-the-Second Network 
Visibility
Get an instant view of bandwidth usage 
per geographical location showing 
consumption by connection, packets 
and data usage for destinations across 
a global map. This unmatched visibili-
ty allows you to create more effective 
configuration policies and instantly 
identify high risk data movement.

Live and Historical Network 
Activity Feeds
iboss Intelligent Bandwidth Manage-
ment is integrated with the Threat and 
Event Console Reporter to provide the 
Live Bandwidth Dashboard and Plotter.  
This advanced bandwidth tracking 
dashboard provides unmatched 

insight into network resources and 
the capability to resolve issues within 
minutes.  This proprietary feature 
offers:

  Granular bandwidth visibility 
on consumption per user and IP, 
across all users, by ports or proto-
cols, and by destination or source. It 
also provides a live map pinpointing 
destinations per IP and across your 
organization with a view on top con-
nections and top packets.

  Bandwidth tracking with, geotag-
ging provides a live map overlay 
that pinpoints outbound bandwidth 

“The manner in which their technology was architected from the 
beginning makes the iboss platform very good for large deployments. 
Their technology has the ability to scale into high-bandwidth applica-
tions with low latency — that is a distinct competency of iboss.”

Frank Dickson 
Industry Director, Network Security 

Frost & Sullivan

to highlight top destinations. It uses 
reverse-mapping of the IP address 
to the destination’s name for 
instant feedback on where network 
resources are being used. 

  Dynamic bandwidth plotter 
delivers instant heat-map track-
ing of bandwidth consumption by 
connection, packets and data usage 
to instantly trace threats globally. 
This gives administrators immediate 
visibility that helps identify network 
issues to ensure the uninterrupted 
flow of mission-critical traffic.
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iboss Next-Generation Solutions

In addition to the Web Security Suite, iboss offers expanded modules for 
comprehensive protection. All modules are completely integrated with Web Security 
Suite to deliver aggregate, single-pane-of-glass reporting:

 Web Security Suite with integrated   
 BYOD and Bandwidth Management

 FireSphere™ Layered APT Defense

 Mobile Security with integrated MDM 

 

Suite to deliver aggregate, single-pane-of-glass reporting:

 Mobile Security with integrated MDM 

Suite to deliver aggregate, single-pane-of-glass reporting:Suite to deliver aggregate, single-pane-of-glass reporting:

 Mobile Security with integrated MDM 

About iboss Network Security

iboss Network Security protects 
today’s borderless networks against 
malware, advanced threats and 
data loss with innovative Web 
Security, Mobile Security and 
FireSphere™ Layered APT defense. 
Backed by patented technolo-
gy, iboss’ stream-based approach 
delivers unparalleled visibility 
across all inbound/outbound data 
channels and port-evasive applica-
tions, with technology that offers 
infinite scalability to handle the 
largest bandwidth demands. iboss 
outbound data defense includes 
best of breed AntiVirus, Sandbox-
ing, data anomaly detection, and 
integrated SIEM-like reporting, to 
better detect and respond to infec-
tions already on your network.  
Leveraging leading threat protection 
and unsurpassed usability, iboss is 
trusted by thousands of organiza-
tions and millions of users globally.  


